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Supplier Registered
Company Name

Supplier Trading
Name

SME

Profile

OCASTA STUDIOS LIMITED

Ocasta, Oplift

Yes

Ocasta Studios is a Brighton-based SME. It provides a
‘gamified’ learning system called “Albert” to improve
knowledge among public-facing staff which uses ‘Spaced
learning’ to counteract the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve
effect, where knowledge is lost over time.

PFI Knowledge Solutions Ltd
Trading as Placecube

Placecube, PFIKS

Yes

Placecube is a Reading based SME. It develops
integrated digital services, turning them into re- usable
products that government can more easily consume.
Co-designed with government, we have already created
quick-to-deploy, re-usable solutions for local public
services, community collaboration and place-based
service directories and we continue to create simple, fast
ways to help deliver better digital user experiences with
intelligent personalised services, engaged community
collaboration and secure information exchange. All our
solutions are based on leading open source technologies
and an open ecosystem of re-usable digital components
that we deploy across government so our clients access
proven, well-designed digital services that already exist
and don’t pay extra for unnecessary re-development.
Our approach to re-use and co-creation offers a new
style of sustainable partnership that enables our clients
to operate their own digital solution and deliver better
services at far lower costs than traditional offerings.

PINACL SOLUTIONS UK LTD.

Pinacl Solutions UK Ltd

No

Pinacl Solutions is a Welsh SME focusing on Internet
of Things and Smart Places. It has enabled the
improvement of existing services and the development of
new ones, benefitting citizens and local businesses. Their
expertise extends to smart street lighting, environmental
monitoring, waste management, smart traffic, smart
housing, smart parking or access to free public WiFi.

CTI DIGITAL LIMITED

CTI Digital

Yes

Manchester

GDS INT HOLDINGS LIMITED

GDS Digital Services Ltd,
Outreach Provision for
Assisted Living (OPAL)

Yes

GDS International Holdings (unrelated to the
Government Digital Service) is a Bristol-based SME.
It provides a platform to support IP-based Telecare,
Telemedicine and Internet of Things devices within a
social care context.

Core Systems Ni Limited

Core Systems (NI)
Limited

Yes

N. Ireland

ACCENTURE (UK) LIMITED

ACCENTURE (UK)
LIMITED

No

London
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CONNEXIN LIMITED

Connexin Ltd

Yes

Connexin is an SME based in Hull in the north of England
and is an innovative and disruptive technology company
specialising in delivering Smart City and IoT technology
services to Local Authorities.

PC Specialist Limited

PC Specialist Limited

Yes

Wakefield

Fujitsu Services Limited

Fujitsu Services Limited

No

Fujitsu focuses on fast IT technologies such as IoT,
analytics, AI, blockchain and quantum inspired
computing, helping to accelerate organisations’ digital
tramsformation efforts.

Immense Simulations Ltd

Immense Simulations
Ltd

Yes

London

InTechnologySmartCities

INTECHNOLOGYplc

Yes

Harrogate based Intechnology provides Smart City
products designed to add social value, increase
sustainability and protect the environment. It has rolled
out one of the UK’s first city-wide networks for the IoT
in Coventry to pilot high-tech public services to improve
air quality, pest control, waste management and street
lighting.

STARTRAQ LIMITED

STARTRAQ LIMITED

Yes

Oxford

CODEBASE8 LIMITED

CODEBASE8 LIMITED

Yes

Suffolk based SME Codebase8 provides software
development capabilities, Artificial Intelligence
(AI)andRoboticProcessAutomation(RPA)
technology,automatingthelowvalue,mundaneand
repetitive administrative tasks withinbusinesses.

Kainos Software Limited

Kainos Software Limited

No

Kainos’ experience spans across emerging technologies
including AI, machine learning, security, IOT and data,
helping to transform citizen experiences and meet user
needs by securely embedding intelligence into software
to assist human decision making.

6POINT6 CLOUD GATEWAY
LIMITED

Cloud Gateway

Yes

London based SME Cloud Gateway provide a hybrid
cloud connectivity Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), which
securely and rapidly connects anything on the customer
estate with multiple cloud service providers, the PSN,
HSCN and the internet. As a central enforcement
point at the heart of the network, Cloud Gateway
helps businesses to operate cloud, hybrid cloud and
multicloud environments, whilst removing the burden
and complexity associated with networking and security.

Fluence World Ltd

Fluence World Ltd

Yes

Becrypt Limited

Becrypt Limited

Yes

London - The Paradox operating system reduces cyber
security risks and ensures that your endpoint devices
(desktops, laptops, thin clients, kiosks) always boot into
a ‘known good state’ free of any malware or compromise.
Developed in collaboration with UK Government, and
optimised for endpoints accessing cloud or VDI based
resources.
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Cineon Training Limited

Cineon Training Limited

Yes

Exeter - Cineon Training specialises in Immersive
Learning and provides Human Performance training
and consultancy for a range of industries.The company’s
aim is to improve human performance through
evidence-based training by applying cutting edge
research and adopting immersive technologies such
as Virtual Reality (VR) simulation to understand and
optimise human behaviour in safety critical and high
pressured environments. Cineon Training makes use
of contemporary scientific research, and psychological
theory, combined with Best Practice from a number
of high hazard and safety critical industries, such as
aviation, nuclear, medicine and defence.

Specialist Computer Centres Plc SCC

No

Birmingham

Landmark Information Group
Limited

Landmark Information
Group Ltd

No

Landmark value added services include Linked Data,
Cloud services, Internet of Things, Geospatial and
Addressing Data Managed Services, Software application
development and support, Hosting, Managed Data,
Digital mapping (incl OS) data supply.

Hozah Parking Ltd

Hozah

Yes

Hozah is a fully automated parking payment system,
which uses number plate recognition cameras to detect
when drivers enter and leave a car park and bills drivers
accurately. This simultaneously provides drivers with a
better experience, reduces local authority costs, reduces
friction over the thorny issue of PCNs and can help to
reduce emissions.

BJSS Limited

BJSS Limited

No

BJSS helps organisations define, design and deliver
innovative products and services using advanced
technologies and design thinking. BJSS uses a range
of approaches, from week-long design sprints (to
research and test out ideas by building low cost, lighttouch working prototypes) to launching new products
and services via MVPs. BJSS’ 25+ year heritage and
strong GDS expertise means it is well-versed in scaling
innovative solutions (such as AI, IoT and machine
learning) to enterprise scale.

Affinitext UK Limited

Affinitext

Yes

Kent - Through superior AI technology, Affinitext’s
Intelligent Document Format (IDF) is transforming of
contract management, globally. Intelligent documents
optimise performance and enhance understanding,
allowing users and their organisations to achieve
more and spend less. Used by governments, industry
leaders and blue-chip organisations around the world,
Affinitext proudly provides its customers with either an
unparalleled collaborative way of working, or an unfair
competitive advantage, as the case may be.
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Atchai Limited

Athcai Loqativ

Yes

Liverpool - Atchai delivers intelligent applications driven
by proprietary and open source technology.
We specialise in conversational AI (chatbots), NLP,
machine learning, reinforcement learning, data science
and blockchain.
Our conversational AI platform - Loqativ - can reduce call
centre costs and improve resolution times by providing
instant answers and guiding citizens through complex
procedures.

CNC Robotics

CNC Robotics Ltd

Yes

CNC Robotics are a robotics integration company
specialising in providing robotic systems to a range
of different industries applications. They programme,
outfit and install robots and robotic systems so they
perform automated tasks for use in the manufacture
of components and or within research settings. CNC
Robotics design and install robotic systems for a wide
range of applications, enabling individuals to maximise
the potential types of products, models and or research
they can undertake.

Equilibrium Markets Limited

Equilibrium Markets,
Fresh-range

Yes

Equilibrium Markets, Fresh-range are a Bristol based
SME whose purpose is to develop food security for
generations to come. Their cloud based technology
platform enables customers to buy sustainable produce
via ground-breaking short, fast, light supply chains with
consolidated delivery into kitchens across the UK. Their
award winning brand www.fresh-range.com has enabled
thousands of people to enjoy local produce from dozens
of primary food and drink producers since its launch in
2014.

Mastek (UK) Limited

Mastek

No

Reading

Ashwoods Lightfoot Limited

Ashwoods Lightfoot
Limited

Yes

Lightfoot are a Newton Abbey based SME which
started in 2013. They have been helping businesses
and drivers save fuel and reduce emissions ever since
and, today, their technology is used by 200 businesses
with over 30,000 drivers who have trusted Lightfoot to
improve their fleet performance and deliver a return on
investment. Lightfoot uses engine efficiency to inform
driver feedback in real-time that coaches safer, smoother
driving habits. The Lightfoot unit captures all the data
and transmits it back to us.

Esri (UK) Limited

Esri UK

No

Aylesbury
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